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Compile your folders into password-protected ZIP archives or EXE self-extracting files that can't be
accessed without the right password What's New in This Release: * Compile folders into ZIP archives
and EXE self-extracting files * Added compress and protect multiple files (zip and exe formats) *
Ability to compile multiple folders and subfolders * Added many options: - Compile to ZIP archives
with AES-256 (7Zip, PeaZip and WinZIP) - Compile to EXE self-extracting files with AES-256 (7Zip,
PeaZip and WinZIP) - Compile to EXE self-extracting files with AES-128 (7Zip, PeaZip and WinZIP) -
Compile to EXE self-extracting files with medium AES-128 (7Zip, PeaZip and WinZIP) - Compile to
EXE self-extracting files with weak AES-128 (7Zip, PeaZip and WinZIP) - Choose the security
method: - Highest (AES-256, used by 7Zip, PeaZip and WinZIP) - Medium (AES-128, used by 7Zip,
PeaZip and WinZIP) - Weak (used by Pkzip and Windows XP - ZIP) - Compile to different files: -
folder - exe with GUI - exe with console - skip protection if file already exists - Stop, overwrite
without confirmation - Save file in specified location after protection - Skip protection if files already
exists * Added many options - Compile to different files: - folder - exe with GUI - exe with console -
Skip protection if file already exists - Stop, overwrite without confirmation - Save file in specified
location after protection - Skip protection if files already exists * Folder encryption is now supported
* Prevent folders from opening and changing by other users * Various improvements and bug fixes.
Dir2Encrypt is an application you can use to protect the privacy of your folders, including files and
subfolders, by compiling them into password-protected ZIP archives or self-extracting EXE files. This
way, you can prevent other users from accessing your personal information. It supports several
encryption algorithms and can be easily tackled. Setup, pre
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Forum where topics can be posted Join our Private Message System to talk with other people! In the
past, the boards were set up for the members of the forum but you are free to do it yourself! This
message is private! A brand new forum in the private message system, are available for private
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conversations. All messages will be placed in the Private Messages section of this forum. Anyone can
have a private message with the person who send the PM. The other person will only read his
messages. This section is private and has no public access. The threads are also available for the
members of this forum, although with moderation.You can read the threads and post messages, but
the messages will only be visible to the people who have the permission to read them. How to Use!
How to Start a Private Message When you are in a thread and you want to start a new private
message to another person, you can press on the following link:. This will open the new private
message window. If you want to send a private message to the person who own this account, you can
press on this link:. How to Use! How to Cancel a Private Message When you are in a thread and you
want to cancel this private message, you can press on this link:. If you want to send a private
message to the person who own this account, you can press on this link:. File-Name>Security>File
Encryption This menu opens the following window. You can encrypt a single file or a complete
folder. Select an Encryption type AES-256 AES-128 Pkzip 2.01 (prior to v. 2.3) Pkzip 2.1 WinZIP
WinRAR (prior to v. 3.0) WinRAR 3.0 7Zip Pzip 2.1 Pzip 2.2 Pzip 3.5 You can choose either one of the
available encryption methods or select 'Other' and then specify the encryption algorithm to use.
Password size: Can be 8, 12 or 16 characters. Alphabet: Lists the available characters. Font: Lists
the available fonts. Password: The password is 2edc1e01e8
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Dir2Encrypt is a small and free program that allows you to protect folders, including files and
subfolders, from other users by compressing them into password-protected ZIP archives or self-
extracting EXE files. It's fast, reliable, and will not freeze or crash. It encrypts and decrypts
directories fast, but doesn't have any advanced options that will scare away novice users. The
program doesn't put emphasis on its appearance, adopting a classical window with a simple design
and tidy layout that gives you an overview of all options. As far as the decryption operation goes, you
will have to specify the correct password and saving directory. Furthermore, it can open the
destination automatically on task completion, as well as stop, overwrite without confirmation or skip
overwrite when encountering same name conflicts. Plus, you can preview file contents. What is new
in this release: - Added a new function to check if folder was encrypted or not before decryption.
Now you don't have to wait for the whole process to complete to see if it worked. - Fixed the function
which would overwrite the saving directory if it had the same name as the encrypted one, with the
idea to prevent overwriting of the same folder. What is new in this version 1.1: - Added support for
encrypting files and subfolders, but no decryption support yet. - Fixed some bugs, made the program
more stable. What is new in this version 1.0: - Initial release. System requirements: - Windows XP
SP2 or higher; -.NET Framework 2.0 or higher; - 64-bit PC (X86 or AMD64). Source code: MP3 to
Zip Converter is an easy to use and fast program to convert any audio format (MP3, WAV, WMA,
AAC, M4A, MP4,...) to ZIP archives. All you have to do is to select the format you want to convert,
then select the folder with MP3 files and click Convert to ZIP button. You will find the ZIP file ready
to be opened and play it with your favorite audio player. You can choose various ZIP compression
level (low, high, very high) depending on the size of the archive and the time you want to save. Every
input file (MP3,
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What's New in the?

Simple Dir2Encrypt protects folders from other users, without requiring administrative rights.
Integrated Protect folders with Dir2Encrypt, a freeware application developed with.NET Framework
4. Compatible Windows XP, Vista, and 7 are supported. Encryption algorithms Integrated: AES-256,
AES-128, AES-192, AES-256, AES-192, AES-256, Blowfish, CAST5, TWOFISH, CAST5, AES-256,
Blowfish, RSA-1024, RSA-2048, Twofish, AES-256, Blowfish, RSA-2048, Twofish, Blowfish, AES-256,
Blowfish, AES-256, Blowfish, AES-256 Additional: AES-192, AES-256, Blowfish, Twofish, RSA-1024,
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RSA-2048 Supported platforms Windows XP, Vista, and 7 Available languages English, German,
French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Czech, Polish, Russian, Korean, Chinese, Japanese
Developer's website: Exe File Rating Exe File Rating is an application you can use to rate
executables, including EXE files. You can give an average score to a file (0-5 stars), as well as add a
comment to your rating. In this way, you can quickly assess the files that you downloaded and use.
Features: Quick and simple to use Description: Quick and simple to use, EXE File Rating is an
application that allows you to evaluate executables. Easy to use You can quickly and easily rate
executables without having to memorize file attributes, simply by clicking on the star. You can view
the rating of the file or add a comment. Description: Description: Controls You can use EXE File
Rating to rate executables. Privacy You can protect your privacy by deleting data automatically when
you close the application. Easy to use Easy to use, just click on the star to evaluate the file.
Description: Description: Privacy You can protect your privacy by deleting data automatically when
you close the application. Ranking You can also get an average rating of an executable, just by
clicking on the button. Description: Description: Privacy You can protect your privacy by deleting
data automatically when you close the application. Additional features In addition, you can also
create, delete, move and copy the folders associated with an executable. Installer The installation
procedure is rather simple, without requiring any options to be checked. Updates Your previous
scores are also displayed, so you can always easily check what you rated previously. Repair You



System Requirements:

Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7 Mac OS X v10.4.1 or newer 256MB minimum RAM 2GB minimum
hard drive space Virutal PC Card, USB, or a Firewire controller Broadband Internet connection Must
be able to read/write to USB flash devices (no read only devices) AMD Processors Family 15h or
newer Audio Interface: USB 2.0, PCI-Express HDMI output: 60kHz Notes: 1. Requires AC power
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